
So when I just did the research for Lumerians I see you were a race here on earth centuries ago, are you 

still here on earth, for I saw through my mind you were outside of the earth system above me. You too 

had mentioned this: direct connection linking up, direct link synch, my child, I beg to ask the question, 

we are all around you we have never left we are existing in the same space as you are through the 

energetic lines we are touching one another, we are here for you as I stated earlier, we are yes within 

the earth and above you cannot see us with your third dimensional eye.  

But are you and I speaking in the present space time, yes dear one. You see we had to have the capacity 

to live in both planes, many of your kind have done so to 

Nonsense to the four arms we are very human looking like you where you cannot really tell the 

difference, do you think I deceive you 

No not at all, but when you said Lumerians and I looked it up,  

Dear one so much information is missing from your information that is why we channel here and now, 

the pieces have been edited deleted from your program, the place holders do not want the human to 

awaken for their own agenda, which is like poison to the mind, keep you mind clear and remember the 

unlimitedness of all that is, we are all connected in the here and now.  

Do you live under the earth, no 

We lived on your planet for some time now we live in a different system of time and space, we evolved 

as a species and still support the growth and knowledge that is needed for you each and every one of 

you. That is why we came to you today we are here as a guidance for you on your journey through this 

exploration.  

You will only find the pieces here, through channeling and as your begin to share your information with 

others, the puzzle will solidify 

Remember here who controls the information on the net, they are interestingly enough trying to catch 

you within the net and we are please that you came back for additional information, here you will find 

an overabundance of information. 

Thank you for the clarification, always my dear always. For now relax into that pyramid shape, you see, 

yes, I do, it is beautiful!  


